SKY ARCHITECTS – THE HOLLOWS
Sky Architects is an Alternative-Rock Band from Aarhus Midtjylland, Denmark.
In 2008 Sky Architects released their selftitled debut EP, which showed a band
who wanted to bring something new to the postrock stage by fuzing it with pop,
jazz and metal, but still quite hadn’t found themselves.
With the release of their EP “The Reflection” (Dec. 2010), a more focused and
united band was shown, with a more clear cut sound. They call their own genre
for Doom-Pop, after a reviewer labeled the EP as such, and do so as they try to
bring emotional melodies together with heavy chords and progressive song
structures. The inspiration from Post-Rock is obvious, but we try to do more than
that.
In 2012 Sky Architects released the album “The Promise Of Tomorrow” in most of
Europe (ex. UK) through VME and signed publishing deals in US and Germany.
This launched the band into a very different kind of activity level. The foreign
reviews we´re extremely positive, mostly containing 5 and 6 stars and calling the
album “revolutionairy” while Danish reviews were more mixed and ranged from
3/6 to 5/6 stars.

After the released followed one year of touring in Denmark, Germany and
Belgium as well as playing SPOT Festival, Dunk! Festival, Danmarks Grimmeste
and many more as well as releasing videos, singles and doing interviews.
With a lot more attention, sales and gigs than the band had ever hoped for, we
took a year off except as 2013 saw the release of the single “The Fall of Kings”, a
digital single.
Since then the band has writing, jamming and doing some off-tour gigs.
In october 2015 “The Hollows”, the bands next and final album, will be released.
As life changes and time gets lesser, we 4 boys have decided to put down our
handguns and call it the end of the day for Sky Architects.
We feel like “The Hollows” is the perfect conclusion for what has been 8 amazing
years. As for “The Hollows” we wish to let the album, the lyrics and the artwork
tell the story by itself and have its own meaning from the listeners.
Thank YOU for listening!
- Stefan, Thomas, Steffen and Benjamin.

	
  

